
 

 
 

 
Katherine Water Advisory Committee 

Meeting Record 5 
13 June 2018 – 10.00am 

Conference Room, Katherine School of the Air 
 
 
Members Present 
Marie Piccone Chair 
Warren De With Amateur Fisherman’s Association of the NT 
Peter Marks Horticulturalist, Water Extraction Licence Holder 
Trevor Durling Proxy for Shane Papworth, Power and Water Corporation 
Alison King Aquatic Ecologist, CDU - present from 10.20am 
Marie Allen Wardaman IPA – present until 12.45pm 
Robert Jennings Proxy for Lis Clark, Alderman, Katherine Town Council 
 Present 10.10am to 12.45pm 
Liam Golding Proxy for Allister Andrews, Jawoyn Association 
 Present from 10.15am 
 
 
Members Absent  
Lis Clarke Alderman, Katherine Town Council 
Leigh Gilligan Proxy for Neal Adamson, Department of Defence 
Rick Fletcher Northern Land Council 
Darrel Strahley Proxy for Quintis Corporation, Water Extraction Licence 

Holder 
Mick Jerram Tourism Representative 
Charmaine Roth Community member 
 
 
Advisors Present 
Tim Bond Director Planning and Engagement, DENR 
Michelle Rodrigo Water Planner, DENR 
 
 
Guests 
Bridie Velik-Lord Commencing with DENR as the Water Planner in July 2018 
 
Observers 
Pru Ducey Minutes, DENR 
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Meeting Opened 10.05am 
 
 
1. OPENING AND INTRODUCTION FROM THE CHAIR Marie Piccone (Chair) 
 
1.1. Apologies 

Lis Clarke Alderman, Katherine Town Council 
 
 

1.2. Introduction from the Chair 
 
The Chair welcomed those present. 
Marie Allen introduced herself and is looking forward to participating as a member of 
this Committee. 
 
Bridie Velik-Lord introduced herself, acknowledging the Traditional Owners of the 
country on which we are meeting. Bridie commences as the Katherine Water Planner 
in July (based in Darwin for now), is excited to come to the NT and is looking forward 
to understanding the wetland systems in and around the Plan area. 

 
 
2. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

 ACTION: The Committee requested Minutes include slides of any presentations as 
appendices, and that Action Items arising from the meeting be listed at the end of the 
Minutes. 

 
The Minutes of Meeting 4 held in Katherine on 22 May 2018 were confirmed as a true 
and accurate record. 
 
Moved: Trevor Durling Seconded: Warren de With 

 
Action Items from Meeting 4: 

 Provide copies of the presentations from Meeting 3 to members 
Outstanding – subsequently completed on 14 June 2018. 

 Gabby Yates (previous Planner) had developed a stock and domestic water use 
discussion paper.  
Included in the Agenda for this meeting at Item 6 
 

 Planner to provide information at the next meeting on exploration licences and 
applications within the Plan area or that may have impacts in the Plan area, including 
shale gas ‘prospectivity’ mapping and “no go” areas within the Plan area. 
Included in the Agenda for this meeting at Item 7 

 
 Marie Piccone, Warren de With and Alison King will liaise to draft a letter from KWAC 

requesting mapping information with details of proposed and granted exploration 
licences, and exclusion zones recommended by Fracking Report, and request further 
engagement with WACs to ensure sensitive environmental, cultural and other values 
are adequately protected by no-go zones. The letter will be circulated to members for 
feedback prior to signing by the Chair. 
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Draft letter will be presented to Committee at Agenda Item 7. To be addressed to 
David Ritchie, who has been appointed to oversee the implementation of the 
Fracking Inquiry report, with a copy to Jo Townsend CEO DENR. 
 

 Chair will provide a copy of the letter to the Chairs of the Oolloo and the Tindall 
Mataranka-Daly Waters Water Advisory Committees for their information,  
Outstanding – will be completed once the letter is confirmed. 
 

 Review draft policies on Trading and Unused Water and provide feedback 
For discussion at this meeting Agenda Item 4 

 
 Matt Clarke from Defence will provide Alison King with contact details for Dr Sarah 

Richards, Principal Geo-environmental Engineer with Coffey Consulting 
Completed - Alison King confirmed she has sourced these details, but hasn’t 
followed up as yet. 
 

 Marie Piccone will speak with the Chair of Oolloo WAC, John Childs, to discuss 
options for progressing an integrated, whole-of-Daly Basin surface and groundwater 
WAP. 
Completed - John Childs advised the Oolloo Water Advisory Committee has long 
held a view that Water Advisory Committees should be driving progress towards an 
integrated Plan and endorsed working with other Water Advisory Committees to 
advance this. 

 
3. OPTIONS FOR NEW TINDALL KATHERINE WATER ALLOCATION PLAN 
     (Michelle Rodrigo, Planner, DENR) 

 
Revisit of Options discussed at Meeting 4: 
 
Option 2 – Bridge/extend Current WAP. Interim legal advice is that the Water Act 

doesn’t allow this. 
 
Option 3 – Traditional WAP process 

 typically requires 2 years to develop 
 not preferred, potential water management vacuum 2019 to 2020 as current 

Plan expires August 2018. 
 
Option 4 – Compressed/rapid WAP process 

 New knowledge limited to resource condition change and demand change 
 Complete by August 2019? 
 Declare for 10 years – time to develop Option 5 

 
Option 5 – Integrated, whole of Daly Basin surface and groundwater plan 

 Needs broad community support e.g. from Oolloo WAC (as KWAC Chair 
discussed with OWAC Chair) 

 Requires scientific, planning and management rethink 
 Needs transition time 

 
Discussion of options 
The Water Act allows an integrated approach, however, it is not very specific about the 
Plan except for Estimated Sustainable Yield, trade rules, guidance on issuing licences, 
and providing water for environmental and cultural benefit. 
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How certain is the knowledge we have now? Nothing is fully known. Modelling gives an 
indication of what might happen given different climate and water use regimes. It can 
test different scenarios of allocation and use. One of the main areas for the WAC to 
discuss will be management zones. One of the features we have to deal with is that dry 
season flow in the Katherine River is the same as discharge from the Tindall Limestone 
Aquifer. One of the key values we are trying to protect are the base flows during the dry 
season, which also supports cultural values associated with the river. 
 
If the Water Advisory Committee agrees in principle with Option 5, the Director Water 
Planning and Engagement will need to negotiate resources and support to get the Plan 
completed in time. Some of the issues we are dealing with are being tested in the Oolloo 
Plan, and this will help inform this Committee and the new Katherine Plan. 
 
If licence holders do not report their usage, does the model assumes that they are using 
their full allocation? The Plan needs to be based on full use of water entitlements, so 
that it is robust under a full use regime.  Licence holders are starting to receive letters 
regarding unused water. This process will give us a better estimate of  water needs. 
Adjustments might be made to licences through negotiation with the licence holder. 
 
The Plan allocates water based on roughly 70% to environment and 30% to other 
beneficial uses. From an environmental/ecological perspective, we haven’t been able to 
test this, so we are hoping/predicting that will be okay. Where we are challenged in the 
science is to determine whether this ratio is appropriate. Alison’s group at CDU is 
working on determining environmental water needs for key assets, and will bring results 
to the Committee when available. 
 
Reported pumpage for the 2017/18 water accounting year indicates that actual usage is 
currently well below the total volume of licenced extraction entitlements (refer Appendix 
C, slide titled ‘Groundwater entitlements vs usage-1 May 2018’).  We therefore don’t 
know how the system responds to full utilisation of licenced water entitlements, although 
the poor wet season a few years ago could be an indication of what might happen if this 
was to occur. 
 
If some knowledge has been missed, a 10 year lifespan for the Plan is a long time 
before settings can be adjusted.  Does the Plan need to be declared for 10 years?  
The Plan is reviewed at 5 years, and adjustments can be made. On occasion, a 5 year 
review has become an almost total rewrite. The Act is very simple in its statement – 
must be reviewed within 5 years - but doesn’t specify how the review should be 
conducted. A 10-year lifespan ensures there is some form of water management 
framework in place, to ride through political and other changes. 
 
Once the Oolloo and Katherine Plans have been completed, we can look at what 
information we need to support a whole of Daly catchment integrated Plan (Option 5). 
Suggest a workshop on the Daly Basin to determine what knowledge we have and what 
our gaps are. This information will support the decision making in the Plan process and 
how we structure and compile the Plan. 
 
 ACTION: That the department evaluates the Plan and presents a summary of current 

inadequacies so the WAC can make recommendations quickly about what needs to 
change in the new Plan. 
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Presentation on WACs role in new Plan preparation 
   (Tim Bond, Director Planning and Engagement) 
See presentation slides at Appendix A 
 
Timeline – working backwards to get the Plan signed off by the Minister in July 2019. 
 December 2018 – WAC & department have completed the draft Plan 
 January to March 2019 – review and input from Solicitor for NT and Department. 
 Late March 2019 – Plan ready to go out for Community Consultation 
 April - May 2019 - Community Consultation 
 June - July 2019 – Completed Plan to Minister 
 
Committee agreed to meet every 6 weeks to complete the task. Suggested four 
meetings - early August, late September, mid-November and mid-December. 
 
Risk assessment will be a key element. Aim to do a full-day workshop with the WAC and 
key stakeholders to help inform the risk assessment process, mitigating actions, and 
how much will they minimise the risk. Suggest running workshop and KWAC meeting 
back-to-back, then another workshop before Christmas to go through the draft Plan and 
identify any follow up work required. 
 
Both the Committee and the Planning team will need to be disciplined, prepare well and 
have thought through all options, so that items are not carried over to the next meeting 
creating delays.  
 
Will the unknowns around PFAS affect our timeframe? Do we know enough about how 
water quality might impact the utility of the water? 
 
PFAS presents a risk to the ‘clean and green’ image of the agriculture industry and 
could affect future financing for development. There could be areas where there are 
serious constraints on supply for horticulture/agriculture. 
 
Unknown is the communities perception of what PFAS means to them and how it affects 
produce. What can the Plan do to address the risk? Can include strategies for reducing 
risk e.g. monitoring for PFAS. 
 
Marie expressed concern that there doesn’t appear to have been much testing of the 
drinking water at Flora. Marie Allen and Trevor Durling will discuss in lunch break. 
 
Recommendation:  
The Committee unanimously agrees to Option 4 - a compressed/rapid WAP process - 
declared for 10 years with the facility for review during the 10-year period, and strongly 
endorses the long term structural change towards an integrated Plan (Option 5). 
 
 

4. DRAFT NT WATER POLICIES – PREPARATION OF WAC FEEDBACK ON DRAFT 
TRADE AND DRAFT UNUSED WATER POLICY   (Tim Bond, DENR) 
 
At Meeting 4, there was a presentation on both these policies, as well as discussion and 
questions.  
 
Members were provided with a slide (refer Appendix B) containing questions to help 
draft a response. 
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Summary of feedback (whiteboard notes): 
 Policies rely on resourcing of Department to be effective – potential ‘red flag’ 
 Policy needs to be general and not restrict what we want to do under the Plan. Plans 

contain the specifics. 
 Timelines for trading need to be commercially viable - the process needs to be 

nimble so temporary trades can be enacted quickly e.g. consider removing 
advertising requirements. 

 Compliance is also critical – needs good compliance, reporting and monitoring for 
both policies to be effective 

 Unused policy needs to take into account climate variability, seasonal variation and 
crop water use 

 ‘Sunset clause’ on licences needs to be longer than 10 years – it takes at least 15 
years to fully develop water use 

 Implications for testing from a litigation perspective could be significant, and very 
high resource requirements 

 Trading rules are already in place in Plan (Section 34), and these are not at odds 
with the draft policy. Up to the WAC to recommend changes to trading rules in the 
new Plan. Suggest unused water should not be available for trading, as this can lead 
to speculation and profiteering.  Mataranka WAC has also discussed this issue.  

 Previously discussed that once the unused water policy has sorted out under-
utilisation issues, then the trade policy can work. Is there a hierarchy of policies? 
Should the Unused water policy be applied for a fixed period (20, 30, 40 years)? 
Once water entitlements align with actual water use, trade can be effective within a 
water market. 

 Why does the draft trade policy say ‘over allocated’ not ‘fully allocated’ (Section 4.1)? 
 

Recommendation: Overall, the Water Advisory Committee is supportive of the two 
policies, however, notes they will be difficult to implement effectively. The Committee 
submits their feedback on the two draft policies, documented in these minutes, for 
consideration by the department. 
 
 

5. END OF WET SEASON UPDATE     (Michelle Rodrigo, DENR) 
 
Presentation of end of wet season streamflow and groundwater level data and 2017/18 
water accounting year allocations vs usage data – refer Appendix C. 
 
Discussion 
 If not all licence holders are reporting pumpage, what figure is used for total use? 

Full utilisation of entitlements are assumed when assessing impact on the resource 
(risk management). 

 How do we know whether there is more being used than reported? If it goes over the 
volume allocated to consumptive beneficial uses (agriculture, industry, potable 
supply, etc.) then river flows would be affected. 

 WAC questioned whether use figures are actual reported figures, or includes 
assumed figures (to capture under-reporting). Modelling is based on impact of full 
allocation. We can run the model on higher usage figures and see how the system 
responds.  

 Key issues with both of the water policies – KWAC concerned about poor 
compliance/under-reporting of usage. Effectiveness of both policies depends on 
better reporting, compliance and audits.  
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 Need a better estimate of stock and domestic use in the Plan area so it can be 
incorporated into models.  

 Conceptually, water usage in a fully allocated system will be around 70% of full 
allocation, on average – trade and water market develops for the remaining 30%. 

 
Presentation and discussion of end of wet season graphs (see slides at Appendix C) 

 Seasonal recharge – graphs show how standing water levels have been fluctuating 
since 2010. 

 Close to the river, levels are very responsive to peak wet season rainfall, 
recharge/discharge. Bores further away from the river, towards Tindal Base, show 
flatter graphs – recharge in these areas is buffered by cretaceous cover (sand/clay 
layer over the Tindall limestone), so standing water levels are not as responsive to 
rainfall peaks.  

 Downstream, where the Oolloo aquifer overlies the Tindall you don’t see the peaks 
and troughs like in Zone 1. 

 End of dry season 2017 ‘dip’ in standing water levels is on average about 2m higher 
than levels at the end of the 2016 dry season. This is buffering the decline in water 
levels as we go into the dry after an average 17/18 wet season. Quite subdued 
rainfall in 2014 and 2015, improving in 2016, then good 2017 wet season, led to 
levels sitting 2m higher than the end of the 2017 dry season. This information was 
used in the models to determine announced allocations for 2018/19. 

 River is lower now than in other years, no late rainfall coming from the 
Gorge/escarpment. It is a very complex system with localised characteristics which 
makes the task of setting parameters in the plan quite challenging.  Monitoring can 
keep tracking this. 

 Katherine Railway Bridge / Low Level Bridge Reporting Site – refer graph 
Appendix D. Modelled flows are the blue line, red dots are actual observed (gauged) 
flows. Modelled/predicted flow assumes fully utilised allocations. We want to see the 
red dots well above the blue line if actual usage is below allocation, but this is not 
always the case.  

 Table 3 on page 19 of the Plan, suggest adding a columns showing overall flow, 
extraction volumes, and then percentage of flow. 

 

 ACTION: Michelle Rodrigo, Tim Bond and Bridie Velik-Lord to bring more data and 
more interpretation on modelled and gauged flow for discussion at the next meeting. 

 
 ACTION: WAC requested to see actual flows as at 1 November - automatic gauging 

stations can provide this. 
 
We want to make sure the model (blue line on graph, Appendix X) is using full allocation 
data. The model should be re-run on actual use, and see how closely this aligns with 
what is predicted. WAC is concerned the model is predicting that everything is good, but 
that actual flows/levels are much lower. 
 
 ACTION: WAC requested information regarding licencing of water extraction at 

Tindal Base and queried whether this usage is accounted for in the models.  
Planners to provide information at next meeting. 
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6. RURAL STOCK AND DOMESTIC    (Michelle Rodrigo, DENR) 
 
Members were provided with a presentation on Stock and Domestic issues in the Tindall 
Limestone Aquifer, Katherine Water Allocation Plan – refer Appendix E 
 
Discussion 
 Clause 39 (Bore Construction Permit Conditions) in the Plan, does not align with the 

Water Act. 
 Based on advice from the Solicitor for the NT, under Sections 11 and 13 of the Water 

Act, if you own land over the aquifer you have the right to access water for Stock and 
& Domestic purposes. The Act is limited in powers to restrict where you can put a 
bore. This is a challenge for managing overuse of the resource, particularly in the 
Darwin Rural area. 

 Need to estimate Stock and Domestic use for the next 10 years and build this into 
the Plan. In the absence of legislative change, the portion of Stock and Domestic use 
could keep increasing and potentially limit water availability for other users.  The 
Plan must be based on the best available estimate and projections for stock & 
domestic. 

 The Plan could state that Stock and Domestic use is a risk to the resource and list 
ways to minimise the risk, however, the Plan can’t ‘enforce’ limits on bore 
construction. 

 Need better tools to manage Stock and Domestic. The Water Act can’t stop 
subdivisions, as this comes under the Planning Act. Sustainability measures are 
needed in the Planning Act. 

 Significant concern from some members regarding the lack of metering. If you have 
a bore, you should be required to put a meter in. In Queensland, Stock and Domestic 
is licensed. 

 This is on the Water Act reform agendas. Committee can provide advice on the Plan 
within current policy and legislative frameworks. Oolloo Water Advisory Committee 
have noted there are things not included in the water plan that impact on their ability 
manage water. 

 Need to change the public perception that having a water meter means you will be 
charged for water. Discuss with the community, these are the limitations of the Plan, 
and it is a serious issue for sustainable water management.  

 Part of this is to be covered off in the Communications Plan…these are the things 
you can do to ease your impact etc. Focus on the issues the WAC and the Plan can 
deal with, and park the other ones. 

 The Department will be drafting a Rural Stock and Domestic policy, which is not 
easy, given the legal complexities.  

 The WAC is very concerned about the increase in stock and domestic use with the 
peri urban area, subdivision etc. 

 
 
 ACTION: Department to facilitate a meeting of Chairs of the Water Advisory 

Committees to discuss common issues regarding Rural Stock and Domestic use. 
 
 ACTION: Trevor Durling will speak with the Chair of the Howard Water Advisory 

Committee to check what was resolved in relation to constraints, and provide this 
information to members as this may inform discussion/position. 

 
 ACTION: Marie Piccone, Peter Marks and Trevor Durling to develop a paper for the 

next meeting in relation to Stock and Domestic - what we want, what our position is, 
and how can we contribute to a good outcome. 
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 ACTION: To focus the development of the new Plan, Marie Piccone will email all 

members requesting a brief list of issues/concerns in the current Plan that need 
urgent attention, revision or improvement. 

 
 
7. KWAC AND THE NT IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

OF THE FRACKING INQUIRY REPORT    (Tim Bond, DENR) 
 

There is currently no proposed exploration within the Katherine Plan area. There are 5 
potential sites where water might be used for mining (currently with exemptions) and 
these will have to be included in the Plan as existing uses. 
 
Members were provided with a map showing Authorised Mine Management Sites 
identified with Commercial Water Use, Daly Roper Water Control District North West – 
refer Appendix F. 
 
Recommendation:  
The Committee agreed for the letter drafted by Alison King, Warren de With and Marie 
Piccone in relation to Water Advisory Committee engagement in the Implementation 
Plan for Hydraulic Fracturing to be sent to David Ritchie with a copy to Jo Townsend. 
The letter should include public water supply as a ‘no-go’ zone. 
 
Page 15 of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory, 
Summary of the Final Report contains a map “Petroleum wells in the Northern Territory 
showing the extent of known prospective source rocks”. 
 

 
8. REVIEW OF WORK PROGRAM FOR KWAC FOR 2018/19 (Michelle Rodrigo, DENR) 

 
Most of this has been covered fairly well already at Agenda Item 3 when discussing the 
planning process – working backwards from having the Plan ready for the Minister in 
July 2019, and a draft ready by December 2018. 
 
 Less time will be spent on the preparation, other than the Project Plan and the 

Engagement Plan. 
 Suggesting the community/stakeholder phase start early and they can raise issues 

they want to have considered through members or the Department. 
 Some stakeholder/community meetings could be held in the next few months, 

identifying issues that need to be exposed earlier, through public workshops, fact 
sheets online etc. 

 Committee recommends a public notice advising we are embarking on this process 
and this is how people can have their say 

 
 ACTION: Marie Piccone, assisted by Water Resource staff, to prepare a Media 

Release to let the community know that the planning process is underway. 
 
 ACTION: Planner, Bridie Velik-Lord, to address the scope of what can be considered 

within the Plan at the next meeting 
 

 ACTION: Tim Bond to speak with Communication and Engagement Officer, Liza 
Schenkel, about developing the framework for an engagement plan (need to have 
something behind the media release). 
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Further discussion on impact of PFAS on planning process: 
 Are there rules we want to put in place in relation to PFAS, defining the plume area. 

Should be saying no to bores in a known PFAS contaminated area. 
 Group wants to have a discussion on impact and management of PFAS within the 

water plan. 
 
 ACTION: Andrew Cowan from the Department of the Chief Minister is leading the 

PFAS response. The Planner will consult Andrew regarding how the WAC can be 
engaged and how PFAS issues might be accounted for in the WAP.  

 
Members were provided with a Background Brief at Meeting 1, as a precursor to 
commencing the planning process. There are now new policy positions, the PFAS issue 
and other changes in relation to mining and shale gas prospectivity which are not 
covered in this document. 
 
 ACTION: Tim Bond will investigate and advise the Chair whether a one-page update 

to the Background Brief is feasible within current Planning team workload. If so, Tim 
and the Planner will create an update and send it to members for consideration. 

 
 
9. CALENDAR OF FUTURE MEETINGS      (Chair) 

 
The Committee noted the need to consider other members not present at the meeting 
when setting the next four meeting dates. Doodle Poll may be utilised to ascertain the 
most suitable dates. 
 
In response to a question about members who have not attended meetings, the 
Committee was advised that the department will ask the Minister to consider options for 
replacing members who have not attended meetings.  The appointment or replacement 
of WAC members is a Ministerial decision.  The WAC may recommend suitable 
candidates if they wish.  
 
 

Meeting closed 3:10pm 
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Actions arising from Meeting 5 
 

Responsibility 
of 

Action Status 

Pru Ducey The Committee requested Minutes include slides 
of any presentations as appendices, and that 
Action Items arising from the meeting be listed at 
the end of the Minutes. 

Ongoing 

Marie Piccone Chair will provide a copy of the letter to the Chairs 
of the Oolloo and the Tindall Mataranka to Daly 
Waters Water Advisory Committees for their 
information,  
Outstanding – will be completed once the letter is 
confirmed. 

Outstanding 

Alison King To contact Dr Sarah Richards, Principal Geo-
environmental Engineer with Coffey Consulting 
(PFAS) 

Outstanding 

Michelle Rodrigo 
Tim Bond 
Bridie Velik-Lord 

Michelle Rodrigo, Tim Bond and Bridie Velik-Lord 
to bring more data and more interpretation on 
modelled and gauged flow for discussion at the 
next meeting. 

New 

Michelle Rodrigo 
Tim Bond 

WAC requested to see actual flows as at 1 
November - automatic gauging stations can 
provide this. 

New 

Tim Bond WAC requested information regarding licencing of 
water extraction at Tindal Base and queried 
whether this usage is accounted for in the models.  
Planners to provide information at next meeting.

New 

Department Facilitate a meeting of Chairs of the Water 
Advisory Committees to discuss common issues 
regarding Rural Stock and Domestic use.

New 

Trevor Durling Speak with the Chair of the Howard Water 
Advisory Committee to check what was resolved in 
relation to constraints, and provide this information 
to members as this may inform discussion/position. 

New 

Marie Piccone 
Peter Marks 
Trevor Durling 

Develop a paper for the next meeting in relation to 
Stock and Domestic - what we want, what is our 
position, and how can we contribute to a good 
outcome. 

New 

Marie Piccone To focus the development of the new Plan, Marie 
Piccone will email all members requesting a brief 
list of issues/concerns in the current Plan that need 
urgent attention, revision or improvement.

New 

Marie Piccone 
Michelle Rodrigo 
Pru Ducey 

Marie Piccone, assisted by Water Resource staff, 
to prepare a Media Release to let the community 
know that the planning process is underway. 

New 

Bridie Velik-Lord Address the scope of what can be considered 
within the Plan at the next meeting

New 

Tim Bond Speak with Communication and Engagement 
Officer, Liza Schenkel, about developing the 

New 
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Responsibility 
of 

Action Status 

framework for an engagement plan (need to have 
something behind the media release). 

Planners Andrew Cowan from the Department of the Chief 
Minister is leading the PFAS response. The 
Planner will consult Andrew regarding how the 
WAC can be engaged and how PFAS issues might 
be accounted for in the WAP. 

New 

Tim Bond Investigate and advise the Chair whether a one-
page update to the Background Brief is feasible 
within current Planning team workload. If so, Tim 
and the Planner will create an update and send it 
to members for consideration.

New 

 

 
Decisions Meeting 5 
 

Decision Moved/Seconded Status 

The Minutes of Meeting 4 held in Katherine on 22 
May 2018 were confirmed as a true and accurate 
record. 

Trevor Durling / 
Warren de With 

Carried 

The Committee unanimously agrees to Option 4 - 
a compressed/rapid WAP process - declared for 
10 years with the facility for review during the 10-
year period, and strongly endorses the long term 
structural change towards an integrated Plan 
(Option 5). 

 Unanimous 

Overall, the Water Advisory Committee is 
supportive of the two policies, however, notes 
they will be difficult to implement effectively. The 
Committee submits their feedback on the two 
draft policies, documented in these minutes, for 
consideration by the department.

  

The Committee agreed for the letter drafted by 
Alison King, Warren de With and Marie Piccone in 
relation to Water Advisory Committee 
engagement in the Implementation Plan for 
Hydraulic Fracturing to be sent to David Ritchie 
with a copy to Jo Townsend. The letter should 
include public water supply as a ‘no-go’ zone.

 Agreed 
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www.nt.gov.au

Draft NT Water Policies

Committee
review and feedback

www.nt.gov.au

• In what ways is the 'purpose' or 'intent' of
the policy realistic and achievable in the
Katherine Water Allocation Plan area?

• What might change in the Katherine Plan
area as a result of implementing this policy?

• Are there any 'red flags' associated with
implementation of this policy for the
Katherine Plan area?

• In what ways could the policy be improved?

Water Trading Policy
& 

Unused Water Policy

Small groups:

1. Familiar with draft policies

2. Use review questions to

assist discussion

3. Capture all comments on

butchers paper

4. Share with other group

Appendix B - Draft Poliy review session
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• Covers all of the Tindall
Limestone Aquifer
within the surface
water catchment area
of the Katherine River

Appendix C - End of Wet Season May 2018 Tindall status
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Announced Allocations

Licence Security Level

Public Water Supply Agriculture & Industry

Year Total High Low High Medium Low

2011/12 100 100 100 100 100 100

2012/13 100 100 100 100 100 100

2013/14 100 100 100 100 100 100

2014/15 100 100 26 100 100 100

2015/16 100 100 0 100 100 69

2016/17 100 100 0 100 100 64

2017/18 100 100 100 100 100 100

2018/19 100 100 100 100 100 100

Beneficial Use
Max allocation 

(ML)
Entitlements (ML)
(Licences plus RS&D)

Current use (ML) 
(2017‐18 pumpage data)

GW applications 

(ML)

Public Water Supply 4,076 4,076 278.62

Agriculture

33,015

30,146 11,029.38 1,274

Aquaculture

Industry 1,071 613 10

Rural Stock &

Domestic
1,300 1,300 (unlicensed) 1,755 (estimate only)

Totals 38,391 36,593 13,676 1,284

% Allocated 
(at commencement of 2018‐19 water accounting year)

Water Available (ML)

Zone 1
100%

(15.2% of total allocation)
0

Zone 2
89.2%

(after accounting for Zone 1 entitlements )
1,798

Groundwater entitlements vs usage – 1 May 2018
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Important Information for the Water Allocation Plan for the Tindall 
Limestone Aquifer, Katherine – Katherine Railway Bridge/ Low Level 
Bridge Reporting Site 

May 2017 

The Water Allocation Plan for the Tindall Limestone Aquifer, Katherine specifies Extraction Limits for 
each licence security category based on the 1 November flows predicted for the Katherine River. 
The Plan references the river flow gauge at Katherine Railway Bridge. 

River levels for Katherine are measured at the gauging station immediately downstream of the 
Katherine Railway Bridge.  Historically, medium to high flow measurements (gaugings) have also 
been conducted near the Katherine Railway Bridge while low flow gaugings, which relate to dry 
season river heights, have been conducted 3.4 km downstream at the Low-Level bridge.  This 
location is preferred as favourable river geometry permits more accurate low flow measurement.  

There are a number of springs which contribute water to the Katherine River between the railway 
bridge and the low-level.   During medium to high flow conditions the increase in flow between the 
two locations is negligible however during dry season low flow conditions the relative increase is 
notable. 

Gaugings provide a measurement of flow for a given river height.  Continuous measurement of flow 
is technically very complex but if multiple gaugings for a range of river heights are plotted, the 
relationship between river height and flow can be used to create a look-up (rating) table.  The rating 
table allows us to convert continuously measured river height to flow. For this relationship to be 
accurate, the gaugings and river height need to be undertaken at the same location. 

A data review in 2012 (DLRM 2012a & DLRM 2012b) recognised that low flow gaugings measured 
at the Low-Level Bridge were being attributed to river height at the Katherine Railway Bridge.  The 
review separated these gaugings from those conducted at the Katherine Railway Bridge and a new 
water level sensor was installed at the Low-Level Bridge.  New ratings were then developed for both 
locations. 

Models that predict end of dry season flow, based on the previous wet season’s rainfall, require long 
term continuous flow datasets.  All water resource assessment modelling for the Tindall Limestone 
Aquifer, Katherine has used low flow gauging of flows at the Low-Level Bridge (e.g. URS, 2008 & 
Knapton, 2006, Knapton, 2011), however because of the historical naming convention, the water 
allocation plan which is based on the modelling work used the name Katherine Railway Bridge.  
Annual Announced Allocation reporting now refers to the Low-Level Bridge instead of the Katherine 
Railway Bridge. 

Figure 2 shows the modelled natural flow and the measured flows at low-level crossing (G8140222) 
for the period 2009 to 2016. This graph demonstrates that the model predictions match the gauged 
flows very well during the late dry season. This gives confidence that the model can be used to 
predict late dry season flows and inform the decision about the maximum extraction volume that can 
be allocated for each water accounting year. 

Appendix D - predicted and observed flows
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Figure 1 Predicted and Observed Katherine River Flows from January 2008 to December 2017. 

Recent studies have also improved our knowledge of the geology and hydrology within this stretch 
of the river.  We are now able to confidently identify the downstream extent of groundwater 
contributions (springs and seepages) to the river from the Tindall aquifer.  A new gauging station 
has been constructed at Wilden, 23 km downstream of the low-level crossing.  Gaugings are being 
conducted to create a Wilden rating which will allow modelled flow to be reported at a location where 
all groundwater contributions to the river are accounted for.  Once this occurs, future Water 
Allocation Planning for the Tindall Limestone Aquifer, Katherine is likely to reference Wilden instead 
of Low Level or the Katherine Railway Bridge. This will be considered in the scheduled renewal of 
the Water Allocation Plan in 2019. 

Figure 2 (over page) is a map of the river gauging sites and aquifers underlying the Katherine River. 

For further information, please contact the Water Resource Planner, Katherine (08 8973 8839). 
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Figure 2 Map of key river gauging stations on the Katherine River as well as the Tindall Limestone Aquifer, 
Katherine. 
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Katherine Water Allocation Plan

Stock and Domestic issues

June 2018

www.nt.gov.au

Rules about Stock and Domestic Water 
Use in the Tindall Aquifer, Katherine
 Exempt from licensing under the Water Act, Section 14, and bores do not need to

be metered.

 Extraction up to 5 ML/yr per property exempt from licensing (Daly‐Roper District)

 Plan gives same level of priority to Stock & Domestic as it does to Public Water
Supply (Clause 22)

 Under Section 90 of the Water Act, a decision to grant a bore construction permit
needs to take account the availability of water in the area in question (i.e.
allocation limits to consumptive uses) and any adverse effects of granting the
permit (e.g. to neighbouring bores, or the environment)

 WAP Clause 39: Bore construction permits will not be granted where properties
have access to reticulated water supply and the use of the water is stock and
domestic or other small volume groundwater uses – legally contestable,
contravention of Section 14 of Water Act.

Appendix E - Rural Stock and Domestic
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Area viable for Stock and Domestic bores

Unconfined Tindall within WAP
~ 260 bores, aquifer easily accessible

Tindall within WAP confined 
under Jinduckin, within 
150m below ground, viable 
for stock & domestic bores 

Tindall deep (>150m 
bgl) below Jinduckin, 
Oolloo & Florina 
aquifers, not viable for 
stock & domestic bores 

www.nt.gov.au

Katherine River

Legend

Tindall Limestone Aquifer, Katherine Unlicenced Stock and Domestic Bores (258)

Town Boundary

Tindall Limestone Fractured and cavernous aquifer largely unconfined

Tindall Limestone (150m bgl) Confined by Jinduckin Formation

Jinduckin Formation Minor interbedded limestone, fractured and cavernous

Oolloo Dolostone Major widespread cavernous aquifer

Florina Formation Limestone locally cavernous

Stock & Domestic Current Estimates (ML/yr)

2015 Plan review  = 1,300

2016 assessment = 1,680 (rural domestic) + 75 (stock demand)
Based on recent land use survey; no. of bores @ 5ML/yr; carrying 
capacity of rain-fed improved pasture & native grazed pasture; access to 
Tindall < 150m bgl (>150m bgl less viable)
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Projections for Stock and Domestic Use

Combined current estimated demand 
1755 ML/yr …. Plan allocation is currently 1300 ML/yr

Combined 2026 projected demand = 1964 ML/yr

Source: 2017 DENR Report (publication pending) ‘Unlicensed Rural Stock and Domestic 
and Other Small Groundwater Uses within the Tindall Limestone Aquifer, Katherine WAP: 
project demands’

Rural Domestic Water Demand Rural Stock Water Demand

2016 Assessment = 1,680 ML/yr

2026 projection = 1844 ML/yr
10% population growth

2015 Plan review = 75 ML/yr

2026 projection = 120 ML/yr
10% growth in rain‐fed improved pasture

www.nt.gov.au

What do we know?
• Rural Stock and Domestic water use is a management challenge because an 

extraction licence is not required. Up to 5 ML/yr/property permitted.

• Unlicensed Rural Stock and Domestic in KWAP is over allocated – current 
estimated demand (1755 ML/yr) exceeds current allocation (1300 ML/yr)

• Reported & estimated usage is 30 – 40 % of total licensed entitlements

• Water entitlements recouped through Unused Water Policy could be allocated to 
Stock & Domestic – requires WAP revision and effective policy

• If the max extraction limit remains unchanged (38,391 ML/yr), an allocation 
increase to Stock & Domestic would require a reduction to other consumptive 
beneficial uses (Agriculture & Industry).

• Novel approach (consistent with Water Act) required to manage unlicensed use

• WAP cannot constrain the powers of the Water Controller e.g. Clause 26(i) ‘No 
new applications for licence/s to extract water…will be accepted, prior to the five year 
review’
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What can the Water Controller do?
• Look at options for limiting use through licence conditions e.g. max 

pump size (L/s) or max allowable area (ha) of irrigation

• Look at options for refusing bore construction permits where property 
has access to reticulated water supply

• Working with Dept. Planning (DIPL) on novel ways to manage impact of 
subdivision on sustainable water use – recommend to Water Controller

• Working with WACs for advice on novel management approaches within 
WAP – recommend to Water Controller

• Working with DIPL and PowerWater on options for alternative water 
supplies for future rural residential subdivision.

• ‘Recommend’ a bore construction is not approved if extraction represents 
unsustainable use of the limited resource.

• Potential work with PowerWater on demand management schemes

What is the Department doing?

www.nt.gov.au

Discussion...
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DATA SOURCE:
Mining Sites: Tenure and Geoscience Information,
Department of Primary Industry and Resources
Water Management Areas: Water Resources Division,
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Cadastre/Roads/Placenames:
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

Legend
Bores in Project Sites
Count within WCD - Total 409

Commercial Water Use
Other

Water Management Areas
Declared, Water Allocation Plan Area
Draft, Water Allocation Plan Area
Declared, Water Control District
Draft, Daly Roper Beetaloo WCD
Gas Pipeline

Authorisation Status - Commercial Water Use
Count of Project Sites - Total 8

Authorisation - Operational (3)
Authorisation - Extractive (2)
Authorisation - Exploration (1)

Authorisation Status - Other
Count of Project Sites - Total 36

Authorisation - Operational (4)
Authorisation - Extractive (8)
Authorisation - Exploration (19)

For further information, please contact;
Water Resources Division

Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Phone: (08) 8999 4455  www.denr.nt.gov.au

Map compiled Gesospatial Services
Date 4/06/2018
Ref DENR 2018042

Authorised Mine Management Sites identified with Commercial Water Use
DALY ROPER WATER CONTROL DISTRICT - North West

Note:  Mine management project sites have been grouped
by Site Name and Operator name. There may be several
polygons for each of the counted project sites.

Water Management Area Authorised 
mine 

projects

Exploration 
projects all

Exploration
(other)

Exploration 
(commercial 
water use)

Extractive 
projects all

Extractive 
(other)

Extractive
(commercial 
water use)

Operational 
projects all

Operational 
(other)

Operational 
(commercial 
water use)

Total
(other)

Total
(commercial 
water use)

Within WCD (not in WAP)
Daly Roper (Beetaloo) 29 18 17 1 3 2 1 8 4 4 23 6
Within WAP only
Oolloo Dolostone 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Tindall Katherine 11 4 4 0 7 6 1 0 0 0 10 1
Tindall Mataranka 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
Total sites 44 24 23 1 12 9 3 8 4 4 36 8

Map location
Daly Roper WCD

Appendix F




